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Class Registration  
Holy Fire Karuna Reiki® Master Teacher Class -  

Friday, February 12th through February 14th 2016 _ 9:30 am to 6:30 pm 
 
This class is for anyone who has Reiki Master Training and is certified.  This comprehensive class will enable you to be a Holy 
Fire Karuna Reiki Master Teacher.  It will give you the skills, practice and knowledge to work with confidence on clients and 
teach Reiki classes.  The International Center for Reiki Training suggest you practice as a Reiki Master Practitioner for a year, 
prior to taking this class.  We require a minimum of six months as a Reiki Master Practitioner prior to taking this class.  To 
qualify to take this class, a student must be able to draw the Reiki II and master symbols from memory.  
 
This class is the next step after Reiki Master and is both a practitioner and a Master class. Those who take the class will be 
able to use the symbols in their Reiki sessions and teach all levels of Holy Fire Karuna Reiki. It is complete with eight 
practitioner symbols, one master symbol, three ignitions and two mediations that are guided directly by the Holy Fire.  
 
We have experimented with and taught this system in hundreds of classes and have found it to be effective and powerful. In 
fact, most students find it more powerful than Usui Reiki! The addition of the Holy Fire energy in early 2014 has taken Reiki 
into a higher level of consciousness. Feelings of love, joy and peace are experienced along with a much deeper level of 
healing. The Holy Fire Karuna energy provides purification, healing, empowerment and guidance.  
 
Both levels of Holy Fire Karuna Reiki® and three ignitions will be given as well as instruction and practice on the use of all nine 
symbols including the Holy Fire Master symbol. You will be able to teach all four levels of Holy Fire Karuna Reiki®, two 
practitioner levels and two master levels after taking this class. Those who have already taken ART/Master or Karuna Reiki® 
will be able to teach all levels of Holy Fire Reiki including I&II, ART/Master and Karuna Reiki®.  
 

Lots of practice time is included for giving treatments, using the symbols and for learning the ignition processes.  
We will also be using chanting and toning with Holy Fire Karuna Reiki®.  
 
You will also be offered the opportunity to become a "Registered Holy Fire Karuna Reiki® Master" with The International 
Center for Reiki Training. You will then be able to use our manuals and your student certificates will come from the Center. If 
you would like more information on becoming this process, please contact the International Center for Reiki Training at 
reiki.org.  
 
This is a complete class with two levels, five ignitions, two master symbols and eight treatment symbols. William Rand has 
experimented with and taught this system since 1994 and has found it to be effective and powerful. In fact, most students 
find it more powerful than Usui Reiki! The energy has a more definite feeling to it, it works on both emotional and spiritual 
levels and helps one to become more grounded. Those who receive the ignitions report experiences with their guides, angels 
and higher self and feel the healing presence of other enlightened beings. 
 
The class content includes ample time to practice giving treatments, using the symbols and performing attunements and 
ignitions. The instructor will provide individual feedback and instruction during this time. 
 
Additional products will be at the Center for purchase.   

 
Please understand that Reiki is a simple, gentle, hands-on energy technique used for stress reduction and relaxation.  
Understand that Reiki practitioners neither diagnose medical conditions nor prescribe or perform medical treatments or 
substances. They do not interfere with the treatment of a licensed medical professional nor take the place of professional 
medical care.  It is recommended that you see a licensed physician or licensed health care professional for any physical or 
psychological ailment you may have.  Understand that Reiki can complement medical or psychological care. Understand also 
that the body has the ability to heal itself, and that this ability is enhanced by complete relaxation.  Please acknowledge that 
long-term imbalances in the body sometimes require multiple sessions to reach the level of relaxation your body needs to 
heal itself.  
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Class Registration Form 
Holy Fire Karuna Reiki® Master Teacher Class -  

Friday, February 12th - February 14th 2016 - 9:30 am to 6:30 pm 
 
 
 
Name: ____________________________________________________ 
 
 
Address:  __________________________________________________ 
 
 
City, State, Zip:  _____________________________________________ 
 
 
Home Phone:  __________________ Cell:  _______________________ 
 
 
Email: ______________________________________________________ 
 
Cost: 
$550.00 for three days; includes ICRT Reiki Master manual and Reiki Master Certification.    A 
Non-refundable $100.00 deposit is required for registration register early to secure your space 
in the class.   
 
 
Payment Method: _____________________________________________ 
 
 
Signature:  __________________________________________________ 
 
Additional products will be at the Center for purchase.   
 
I understand that Reiki is a simple, gentle, hands-on energy technique that is used for stress 
reduction and relaxation.  I understand that Reiki practitioners do not diagnose conditions nor do 
they prescribe or perform medical treatments, prescribe substances, nor interfere with the 
treatment of a licensed medical professional.  I understand that Reiki does not take the place of 
medical care.  It is recommended that I see a licensed physician or licensed health care professional 
for any physical or psychological aliment I may have.  I understand that Reiki can complement any 
medical or psychological care I may be receiving.  I also understand the body has the ability to heal 
itself and to do so, complete relaxation is often beneficial.  I acknowledge that long term 
imbalances in the body sometimes require multiple sessions in order to facilitate the level of 
relaxation needed by the body to heal itself.  
 
 
Welcome, 
 
 
Bena Phillipo 
Registered Holy Fire Karuna Reiki Master/Teacher 
 


